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WAC 388-78A-2305 Food sanitation. The assisted living facility must:

(1) Manage food, and maintain any on-site food service facilities in compliance with chapter

246-215 WAC, Food service;

Based on observation and interview, the facility failed to maintain the on-site food service

facilities in compliance with chapter 246-215 WAC, Food Services related to food storage,

maintenance of equipment, and self-closing door to a bathroom located inside the kitchen.  This

had the potential to affect 31 of 31 current residents. Findings included:

1. Food Storage

Environmental rounds were conducted on 10/03/17 accompanied by Staff B.  The following was

observed and verified at that time:

Stored in a refrigerator located in the basement:

- An open container of barbecue sauce with a manufacturer stamped "best used by 7/18/17" was

labeled by the facility as opened on 9/28/17.

- A 52 ounce container of salsa with a manufacturer stamped "best by 9/18/17" was not dated

when opened.

- A 1/2 gallon of terriyaki sauce with a manufacturer stamp "best used by 8/09/17" was not dated

when opened.

- A 1/2 gallon container of cranberry sauce was labeled by the facility as opened 11/5 or 5/11.

During an interview on 10/3/17, Staff E, cook, stated she did not know which was the correct

date the cranberry sauce had been opened.  She said, after opening, the sauce would be good for

only 3-4 weeks.

- A head of celery was visibly wilted and browning.

- Two opened packages of mixed lettuce salad was visibly browning/deteriorating.  The

manufacturer stamp noted the salads were best by 9/27/17 and 9/30/17.

- An opened 48 ounce box of cream cheese was visibly molded and deteriorated.

Stored in a second refrigerator in the basement were two large plastic bags of ground beef,

stored directly on the floor of the refrigerator.  The bags were leaking a red liquid onto the

refrigerator floor.  During an interview on 10/5/17, the facility manager, Staff H, stated thawing

meat was supposed to be stored in a plastic bin in the refrigerator.

2. Equipment:

The data plate on the mechanical dish machine documented the maximum temperature of the hot

water for the wash and rinse cycle was 120 degrees.  During an interview with the cook on

10/04/17, Staff D stated the dish machine used chlorine to sanitize the dishware.  He said the

level of chlorine was suppose to be 50 ppm and he checked the level with a test strip.  On

10/4/17 at 11:10 AM, the level of the chlorine in the dish machine was checked at the end of the

rinse cycle.  The chlorine level was between 10 and 50 parts per ml and was not adequate to

sanitize the dishware.  The level of the chlorine was checked 3 additional times and did not

reach 50 ppm at any time.

The refrigerator in the kitchen did not have a handle.  The plastic seal on the side of the door

This requirement was not met as evidenced by:
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a non-homelike environment.  Per Staff B, everything had been stored in the hallway for at least

a year.

- Two of 2 washing machines in the facility laundry room had a significant build-up of soap,

grime and dirt under the lid and around the top of the washer tubs.  The tops of the 2 washer tubs

by the bleach dispensers had eroded, which left holes in the tubs and significant rust build-up.

There was a heavy build-up of lint, dust, debris and spider webs behind the washing machines

around the hoses, on the water pipes and flooring.

- Food storage was located in the basement of the facility.  The food delivery chute from outside

into the basement, where food was delivered from vendors, had a significant build-up of spider

webs/egg sacks and was in need of cleaning.

- A window in the basement located next to the food delivery chute and adjacent to shelves

stored with resident personal care items had a build-up of spider webs.  The flooring under the

personal care items was soiled with dirt, grime, dust, paper and in need of cleaning.

- The caulking around the base of toilets was soiled a dark brownish color in 2 of 3 resident

bathrooms on the main floor and one bathroom on the 2nd floor.

- The light fixture in 1 of 3 resident bathrooms on the main floor contained dead bugs and was in

need of cleaning.

- The ceiling vents/fans in 1 of 3 bathrooms on the main floor, one bathroom on the 2nd floor

and 1 of 2 bathrooms in the duplex were soiled with a heavy build-up of dirt/grime/dust and in

need of cleaning.  Per Staff B, no specific person was responsible for cleaning the vents/fans.

- The wall heater cover/grate in the duplex was heavily soiled with dirt/dust/grime and in need of

cleaning.

- A 6" x 6" hole was noted in the wall/sheet rock in resident room #11.

- A 12" x 12" hole was noted in the wall/sheet rock in resident room B.

- Approximately 5' x 6' area of peeling paint was noted under the overhang/awning above the

front porch.
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